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01 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The primary role of the media in society is to Inform, Educate and Entertain. The

just society through the creation of avenues that contribute towards media pro-

media provides fact-based, balanced and reliable information to the public so

fessionalism and accountability. Forums in which both citizens and journalists can

that they can make decisions based on facts. The media provides a crucial role

express their rights without fear of retribution or take part in public debates that

in providing information, platforms and means to empower underrepresented

are crucial in the establishment of a tangible democratic space, which is a key

groups. Media should be a facilitator for democracy, a watchdog and an advocate

ingredient in achieving stability throughout the Horn of Africa region. Trusted, ba-

for an inclusive society in which human rights are respected. As a result access to

lanced and independent media practitioners and media houses shall enable key

information and freedom of expression as enshrined in article 19 of the Universal

partners to safeguard human rights and expand the much needed democratic

Declaration of Human rights are fundamental for all. Unfortunately, this is not

space. This is the main reason why Media INK’s strategic plan has been formu-

the case in Somalia, which ranks 172 out of 180 in the World Press Freedom Index

lated to deliver timely intervention and capacity centered around four strategic

(2015). With a lack of independent and credible media, Somalia is unable to stabi-

outputs that seek to achieve a free and fair press in Somalia and throughout the

lize both politically and socially.

Somali speaking regions in the Horn of Africa.

Media INK endeavors to foster press freedom and access to credible information
while at the same time working with other key stakeholders to work towards a
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Somaliland
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Puntland
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South Central Somalia
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02 BRIEF BACKGROUND
The number of media outlets coming up in Somaliland, Puntland and South-

Despite the growing number of media stations, media autonomy remains a story

Central Somalia has been on the growing end. There are more than 60 radio

beyond the bounds of possibility. The growth of the media in Somalia has faced

stations, 20 newspapers and 15 TV stations active across the three regions with

strong opposition and continues to be hampered by concerted efforts to curtail

more than hundreds of online outlets. Most of these outlets have been

and silence independent voices. For example, in Somaliland the government does

established in the past 15 years. Many of these outlets are directly or indirectly

not allow the private ownership of radio stations. Independent media is confined

linked to a certain clan or region. The stations air programs from all spheres of

to newspapers whose circulation is limited because of the lower rate of literacy

the community, including but not limited to news, political debates, entertainment

and television, which many citizens cannot afford. In South Central Somalia,

programs and religious programs. Almost all programs are locally produced and

harassment of the government and extremism groups are a daily practice.

air in Somali, except the news that has bulletins in Arabic and English.
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There is a common view that in Somalia anyone with a recorder or a camera

Items are often biased, clan-based, and facts are rarely checked. Media outlets

can call himself/herself a journalist. Adequate journalistic training is seriously

are sometimes used as coercion tool by the owners. In short there are a lot of

lacking while most people learn on the job with bad ethics of journalism where

challenges that prevent people from receiving balanced and fact-based informa-

envelope journalism is common. Large portions of the news and other content

tion they crave for.

that is presented on radio, TV or newspapers has in some form been paid for. The
content produced by these young journalists are usually of low quality and often
homogenous. The use of audience engagement to create new and relevant
programmes is lacking behind.
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03 FUNDAMENTAL STATEMENTS
POSITIONING STATEMENT: MY VOICE, MY FREEDOM, MY LIFE
Vision: To build a society with a credible and trusted pluralistic media landscape, free access to information and an unhindered freedom
of expression.
Mission: To spur accountability through advocating for essential platforms for dialogue: between political institutions, civil society groups
and communities where the voiceless have a chance to participate in creating a just society for all.

CORE VALUES
Integrity and trust
Pursuing critical voices, opinions, credible data, and operating free from corruption and external sources
Openness and Independence:
Advocating for freedom of speech and expression and practicing sustainable media based on the
fundamental journalistic principles
Engaged and Collaborative
Connecting and working with relevant stakeholders to build an infrastructure conducive to access to fair and
free information
Our Guiding Principles
- Right to self determination
- Right to freedom of expression
- Having ac cess to information
- Participation in determining the future of society through public debate.
Our Core Believes
Our core values and guiding principles are driven by our believe that:
- Information empowers people
- Informed citizens make decision based on facts
- Informed citizens take part in the democratic process
- Informed citizens hold decision makers accountable and fight injustice
- Informed citizens have impact on their surroundings
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Strategic priorities
• Improved legal framework and conducive environment
• Improved skills of professional journalists and sustainable media outlets
• Improved interaction between media, citizens, and civil society organizations
• Improved use of innovative formats and technology. And production of quality
programmes.
Governance structure
Media INK believes in cooperation and collaboration in order to have a lasting
impact in the Somali media landscape. Cooperation and collaboration start with
clear structure and understanding of roles and responsibilities. The highest governing body of Media INK is the Board of Trustees (BoT). The BoT is responsible
for the strategic steering of the organization. The specific tasks of the BoT are set
out in the bylaws of the organization. The BoT approved the standard operating
procedures (financial and administrative) of the organization, and has an oversight in terms of annual planning and financing. The board of Trustees appoints
the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors (BoD) is responsible for the day-today operations. The BoD consist of two directors (director of operations and

Finance
Director of
Operations

Board of Trustees

Objective
The objectives of Media INK are not only enshrined in its mission and vision
statements but on an overlying priority as set in its four strategic priorities. These
priorities are envisioned to create the much needed contextual change in the
media industry. Our aim is to produce high quality media practitioners and media
houses with relevant and inclusive approaches to programs that promote collective advancements of democratic spaces and social justice.

Admin and HR

Security
Board of
Directors
Business
Development
Director of
Programmes

Training
Lobby and
Advocacy

director of programs). This maximizes the transparency and accountability of
the organization and allows time for developing effective interventions.
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04 SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
The media plays a crucial role as information provider, discussion platform and

or as accidental casualties in armed clashes. Media outlets have aligned them-

a means for empowerment of underrepresented groups, such as women. Media

selves with political factions as a means of survival, making neutral or objective

should be a facilitator for democracy, a watchdog and an advocate for an inclusi-

reporting a rarity.

ve society in which human rights are respected.

The Somali speaking regions in the Horn of Africa are facing a harsh reality

Unprofessional and partisan media causes tensions and distrust in society,

when it comes to free speech and the curtailments of the Human Rights charter

whereas trusted, balanced and independent media contribute to accountabili-

on fundamental rights as described in Article 19. In Somaliland, South Central

ty. Independent media are essential in enabling democracy and safeguarding

Somalia and Puntland regions numerous cases of journalists have been arrested

human rights. Citizens cannot exercise their rights or take part in public debate if

and accused of false reporting. Others are immediately ordered by authorities

they do not have access to factual information and have no possibility to express

to reveal their sources, which is a complete abandonment of journalistic ethics.

their opinions. Journalism and media houses play an important role, their job is

Newspaper agencies are constantly raided and searched without warrants or any

to inform educate and entertain. This noble profession is facing many challenges

due cause. In the region of Puntland in the Northeast, a number of journalists

in Somalia.

have faced harassment from authorities and some radio stations have been brie-

Somalia remains one of the most dangerous countries in the world for journalists

fly closed down on repeated occasions for reporting excesses by security forces.

and other media workers, although the media environment in Somalia varies si-
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gnificantly from region to region. The ongoing violence has dramatically affected

According to numbers from the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) 53

the media environment, especially in south-central Somalia. Numerous journa-

journalists have been killed in Somalia since 1992. This number does not include

lists have been killed in recent years, either for their perceived political affiliations,

journalists who died as collateral victims in attacks. More often than none, one

claims responsibility for the killings and assassinations of journalists. Most of

cussion programs. Items often cover leading (political) figures, conferen-

the killings do not lead to investigations. Somali government officials have

ces or meetings and no personal stories or citizen accounts. Journalists

promised protection for the media, but so far this promise has been an emp-

often don’t cover social issues and are unaware of their agenda setting

ty one. Even the transitional government, which has shown it’s unwillingness

potential. Crucially, those who pay for their stories to be broadcast (sys-

to tolerate a free press, has repeatedly closed down media outlets in Moga-

tem of sharuur) are seen as the primary target group form the perspec-

dishu and arrested journalists reporting on security operations by Somali

tive of revenue creation.

troops -particularly in cases that have seen civilian rights violations.

The Somali media often neglect the voiceless and sidelines the sensitive
issues. Media outlets often lack a proper business model and editorial

Despite the violence, dozens of radio stations continue to broadcast in diffe-

policies. This leads to envelope journalism, and biased reporting. Media

rent parts of the country. Professionally-run media outlets have emerged, in

associations are not capable of implementing a self-regulatory frame-

particular, FM radios are the dominant medium. Television is gaining ground

work and complaints handling for the public. This is especially the case

as an important medium. This is because of the access to electricity in many

in Somaliland. Furthermore, there is a lack of institution (universities)

parts of the country

where young people wanting to enter the field can study journalism.

This vibrant media landscape has its own challenges. A lack of access to various broadcasting formats allowing interaction with audiences and in-depth
coverage of social issues is apparent in nearly all media outlets. Content
often consists of long monologues or interviews, with limited debate or dis-
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SWOT MATRIX
STRENGHTS
Excellent Capacity and institutional muscle
Strong network within the media community in the region
Well trained and highly capable representative Somali staff
First hand knowldge on Somali broadcasting
Hands on media development implementation models
Ease of accessibiliy
Monopoly status in media integration

OPPORTUNITIES
Capacity development for Somali journalists
Media Integration
Innovative media formats
Championing media rights and human rights freedoms
Wide reach including grassroots
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WEAKNESSES
Privacy and Confidentiality Issues
Inadequte maintainance and technology updates for
media equipment
Inadequate media rights
Human rights insensitivity

THREATS
Political Intrusion
Cultural Interfearance
Piracy and violation of intellectual rights
Physical threats on journalists‘ safety
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05 THEORY OF CHANGE
Media INK believes that each activity it undertakes must align with this higher societal impact. After all the existence of Media INK is to work towards a
better society. Specifically, the activities of Media INK contribute to the larger societal change of:
INFORMED AND EMPOWERED CITIZENS IN A PEACEFUL AND STABLE SOCIETY.
Having said that it’s important to realize that such societal change is affected by countless different factors. These factors vary from stable government and effective judicial system to affordable and effective education. Furthermore, societal changes manifest and materialize over a long period
of time. Nonetheless the activities of Media INK and its partners do contribute to this outcome in the long term.

Plausible causality rather than direct causality: Media INK is realistic in its expectations. There is limited direct or causal link between the
activity undertaken by Media INK and the long-term societal outcome. Media INK believes that through staged, combined and incremental interventions the activities do lead to the required impact. The process below shows the stages from activity to outcome.

Activity

(Strategic) Output

Intermediate outcome

Long Term outcome

Approach Media INK
In the coming five years the work of Media INK will be centered around four strategic outputs. All activities are aligned and connected to
these outputs. These outputs in turn lead to intermediate outcomes, which eventually lead to the long-term outcome.
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ACTIVITIES
Community Radio in
Somaliland
Development of Free
Innovative Format
Audience Research
Use Mobile
technology for
audience engagement

OUTPUT 4:
Improved use of
Innovative
Formats and
Technology. And
Production of
Quality
Programmes

OUTPUT 1:

ACTIVITIES

Improved Legal
Frame work and
Conducive
Environment

Assessment of Media
Laws , and pushing
forward the
broadcasting law in
Somaliand.
Development Code of
Conduct

IMO 4

IMO 1

Citizens have
platform to
engage in public
discourse

Citizens and
journalist can
express
themselves freely
and without
hinderens

Training Law
Enforcement
Implementation
workshop Media law
Freedom Violation
Registry
Accreditation of
Journalist
Self-Regulatory
Framework

Informed and
Empowered
Citizens in a
Peaceful and
Stable Society

ACTIVITIES

IMO 3

IMO 2

ACTIVITIES

capacity building
CSO’s in
Communication
strategy

Citizens, CSO’s
and media share
information
and drive social
change

Citizens have
access to reliable,
balanced, and
unbiased
information

Capacity building
Journalist in:
Basic Journalism
Thematic Reporting
Security

Engagement
workshops CSO’s and
Media
Development Lobby
and Advocacy
strategy

Business Model
development
OUTPUT 3:

OUTPUT 2:

Improved Interaction between
Journalist, Media
Outlets and CSO’s

Improved Skills
of Journalist and
Sustainable Media
outlets

Implementation
journalism Curricula
in Universities
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06 STRATEGIC PRIORITIES AND OUTPUTS
Strategic priorities
Following the analysis of the Somali media landscape, there are four critical
areas, which we believe hold the necessary leverage to catapult the change we
want to accomplish. Therefore, in the next five years Media INK would like to
focus on the following:

Improved skills
of professional
journalists

Improved legal
framework, and
conducive
environment

(Strategic)
Output

Improved
interaction
between media
outlets, CSO and
their audiences

Improved use of
Innovative
Formats and
Technology. And
Production of
Quality
Programmes

Improved legal Framework
Media INK will work with Media associations like SOLJA, MAP and NUSOJ to
re-asses the current legal bills that are in effect. A development strategy will be
put in place to fill in the gaps. This strategy will be custom made per region, as
the legal systems differ per region.
To reach this an active engagement with policymakers will be initiated. These
engagements will prepare the ground for:
- Analyzing the existing Media bills and amending or re-drafting the media bills
- Creation of an independent media council
- Creating a code of conduct
It is expected that due to the elections in 2016 it will be difficult to introduce large
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reforms. Preparations can be set up for after the elections. In the meantime
activities will be deployed to increase the space for Freedom of Expression. These
activities will be in the nature of raising awareness on the benefits of the existing
media bills and engaging with law-enforcement and governments to implement
them. In Somaliland efforts will be undertaken to lobby for the lifting of the ban
on private radios. In order to achieve this Media INK will push forward Somaliland
broadcasting law which enables private radios to operate and will start with the
introduction of community radios.
Improved Skills of Professional Journalists and Sustainable Media outlets
This result will help to tackle the lack of basic capacity of journalists to report
based on plural angles and sources in order to function as a watchdog, endemic throughout Somalia. Many Somali media outlets copy items without factchecking or looking for multiple sources. Monitoring of progress (through regular
surveys) will be done. Media INK believes this will take at least several more years.
Media INK will provide a comprehensive journalism trainings targeting radio, TV,
print and online journalists, journalism educators at universities. Importantly, it
will provide training to journalists at media outlets, enhancing the sustainability of
trainings and allowing for local continuation of capacity building. Media INK believes that journalists should be able to do their job while at the same time taking
precautions to safeguard their security. Media INK will endeavour to increase the
capacity of journalists to do their jobs in the harsh environment of Somalia by
providing them with the necessary trainings and tools to safeguard their security
physically, mentally and digitally.
Media outlets do not often function as sustainable businesses in Somalia, meaning they produce independently and acquire funds from advertisement and
sponsoring. Media outlets struggle financially due to a lack of income, resulting in
low payment of staff and poor quality of content. Media INK‘s Media Management
trainings tackle these issues with media managers and coach them on instituting
reforms to make their stations more viable, such as revenue and human resources plans, code of conduct and institutionalising training at their stations. In order
for stations to allow a viable alternative to sharuur, it is important to do audience

research, which will help to sell airtime to advertisers. Media INK will provide
an easy-to-use audience research system.
Media INK will continue its campaign against sharuur, addressing the issue
amongst journalists, politicians and media consumers. It will allow for debate
through the production of discussion programmes broadcasted by stations
in the Hirad Network, in consultations with stakeholders and in its Media
Management trainings. This component will be measured by monitoring the
number of interactive programmes and polls broadcast and through measuring income from advertising and the number of anti-Sharuur activities
conducted by the station, for instance instituting a code of conduct and/or
human resources policy for the station.
Improved interaction between media outlets, CSO and their audiences
Media INK will engage to connect Media professionals, managers and owners to civil society organizations. When it comes to social change there is a
need for concerted efforts of multiple stakeholders. The role of the media is
to uncover and report on events that are happing and to give in-depth analyses of situations. It is not the role of the media to lobby and advocate for
systemic changes. This is often the role of civil society organizations, pressure groups etc. For effective social change these two groups are vital to each
other. The current situation in Somalia is that there is a large and seemingly
unbridgeable gap between these two groups. In its engagement Media INK
will bring these groups together in a safe environment. Both will learn from
each other and respect each other’s profession and work together to build
platforms that can help safeguard each other’s profession. Civil society organization is in dire need to develop a communication strategy that includes
the media as partner. Media INK will endeavor to assist them with this.

Improved use of Innovative Formats and Technology and
Production of Quality Programmes
Media INK will foster the creation of innovative formats through educative forums, which will articulate innovative and inventive mechanisms
of increasing media outreach and promoting information access to
grassroots. This will ensure all Somali citizens are in touch with recent
developments as pertains to news, sports, politics and even entrepreneurship opportunities that they can exploit. Media INK will introduce
new formats to the media landscape that target groups such as: children, youth, women, and the elderly. The use of these formats is primarily
the responsibility of the media outlets. In the current situation the use
of such formats by the media outlets is limited. Media INK will provide a
testing ground for new formats in its studios in cooperation with media
outlets.
Media INK operates fully equipped radio and TV studios manned by
experienced journalists and producers. This allows Media INK to produce
and make high quality and relevant programmes targeting relevant audiences/viewers. This can be done by Media INK on its own or in cooperation with media outlets. Programmes produced by Media INK can be
aired on one or several station within the Hirad Network1 . The formats
developed by Media INK will be available to media outlets.
Technology offers new ways of interacting with audience, getting information vast, and presenting in many different ways. Access to information is the cornerstone of democratic process. Media INK will continue
the development and roll-out of SMS based audience engagement. This
strategic output will increase the involvement in the democratic process.
It will connect people thus alleviating feelings of alienation. Underrepresented and marginalized groups will have greater chance of being heard.
1

A network of more than 30 radio stations across the different regions, 10 TV
stations and dozens of website trained and maintained by Media INK
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07 PLANNED ACTIVITIES
To train and increase the journalistic and ethical capacity and skills of journalists and media outlets to
To engage with media journalist and media outlets on the topic of sharuur/Qabax and create viable alternatives to sustain their activities
To lobby and work with media associations and civil society organizations like SOLJA, WIJA, NUSOJ and MAP on the establishment of media rules and
regulations and the approval of media law and licensing
To work with the Non-state actors, International NGOs and partners, forums like SONSAF, PUNSAA, SOSCENSA and civil society organizations such as
NAGAAD, TPI and HRW on how the media outlets can work with these institutions to foster change.
To engage governmental institutions to formulate policies that guarantee the integral freedoms of journalist that provides a suitable landscape for truth
and integrity
To conduct regular polling and research of audience perceptions on media quality and impact
To develop affordable tool for audience engagement
To develop innovative format that increase the reach and attractiveness of programs.
To develop and produce relevant programmes targeting specific audience/viewers
To engage the media fraternity to increased awareness on the impact of irregular media practices through constant training on professional practices

Outcomes
Well trained and professional media practitioners bent on integrity, truth and integration of underrepresented parties
Recommendations presented to relevant government institutions and NGOs and comprehensive advocacy campaigns organized across media houses
and associations to ensure the implementation of media rules and regulations through stringent licensing measures that guarantee conformity
Media houses and associations better aware of audience needs and effectiveness of their products
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Broader awareness of violations against and within media community and increased
accountability of government and guilty parties for judicial recourse
Systematic and unbiased media influence

Impacts
Somali media that is more audience driven
Journalist and media report on relevant matters in accordance to the sound principles of
journalism
Media associations and houses are better organized, unified and efficient in advocating for
their rights and needs
Decreased censorship within media houses and threats to journalists
Implementation of policies that protect media freedom of speech and deliver recourses for
abuse
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08 RISK ANALYSIS
Media INK in Somalia mitigates risks by continuously assessing the security situation in all areas and adjusting (travel) plans accordingly.
As a member of the NGO Safety Program (NSP) the Media INK takes part in the security dialogue and regularly adjusts its Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs) and Security. The staffs in Hargeisa regularly undergo security training. Personal security of journalists is
mainstreamed in Media INK‘s trainings and on-the-job coaching.
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Threats

Likelihood

Impact

Risk

Measures

Robbery

Possible

Moderate

Moderate risk

No travel after dark

Kidnap

Quite Unlikely

Drastic

Moderate risk

Change travel routes
regularly, plan travel
outside Hargeisa carefully, travel with SPU
escort. Travel according
to the travel SOP

Terrorist acts

Possible

Drastic

Moderate risk

Compound location is
not widely advertised,
no billboards outside.
Change travel routes regularly, plan travel outside Hargeisa carefully,
travel with SPU escort.
Compound security SOP
in effect

Violence

Unlikely

Drastic

Moderate risk

Walk away from any
conﬂict that might escalate. If there is a trafﬁc
accident, always try to
get police on the scene.

Full scale war

Quite unlikely

Extreme

Small risk

There are small changes
that the situation deteriorates rapidly to full
scale war, if it happens,
evacuate according to
the evacuation plan.
Keep communication
methods charged and
use battery wisely.

A FREE, BALANCED AND
FAIR MEDIA LANDSCAPE
www.media-ink.org

